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ABSTRACT

Iran’s apparel market is currently filled with foreign brands that are generally ranked as high quality goods with high prices. With a surface examination of the apparel market and customers’ opinions, it can be concluded that Iranian apparel, despite having lower prices, is not in a suitable status in comparison with its foreign counterparts. Accordingly, the purpose of this paper is to explore the impact of individual characteristics and brand-specific features, and finally design a model of consumer purchase behavior towards domestic brands of sports apparel that are available in the Iran market. The method of this study is descriptive-correlational and in terms of the aim, is applicable. The statistical population of the study consisted of sports experts. 141 individuals as sample size were studied out of 220 individuals of the population. A questionnaire used by Kumar, Kim, and Pelton (2009) was also used to collect the data, and the validity of the model and the relationship between the studied variables was supported by the techniques of structural equation modeling. The research findings showed that self-concept of individuals has no role in their orientation towards domestic brands of sports apparel, but need for uniqueness was effective on individual’s orientation towards brand. On the other hand, brand orientation also had positive impact on both emotional value and perceived quality of domestic brands of sports apparel. Also, according to the findings, increasing brand orientation did not increase their purchase intention. All the dimensions of brand in this study, both perceived quality and emotional value had significant positive impact on consumer’s purchase intention towards domestic brands of sports apparel.


INTRODUCTION

Today, we live in an attention-based economy. There are so many options to be chosen and the uncertainty is high. However, customers cannot spend a lot of time in comparing options. If they have enough time to do so, they are not able to confidently identify the right product or service (1). On one hand, the development of products, globalization and intense competition make markets differentiate their products from those of other firms and create value for their buyers. In this type of markets that the products and services increasingly match together, a strong brand may be the only characteristic that differentiates the offered product or service from that of competitors (2). A brand is a set of unique tangible and intangible values (1). In other
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words, a brand is a name or symbol that is used for identifying a product (2). Experts express that we do sell product any longer, we sell the brand and consume the product. A brand means the persistent commitment of a seller to offer a set of special features, advantages and services to buyers and the most professional skill of marketers is their ability and capability to create, maintain and improve the brand. In general, it can be stated that the creation of a brand is considered as one of the powerful methods of differentiation for organizations and differentiation is one of the key strategies of competitive positioning. A brand is the direct result of the strategy of market division and differentiation of the product (3).

Sport apparel. A part of sport products that have an important role in completing and development of sport courses and is welcomed by the world is sport clothes (5). Sport clothes are an important part of the sport product markets and in the first instance, are defined as clothes and shoes used in participating in sports, however, at present, they include clothes that are used by people for daily activities (2). The results of researches show that in the early 2000s, sport clothes had 22% of the whole share of the market of world clothes and this amount gradually increased in the following years. Since the market of sport clothes allocates a considerable percent of the whole market of clothes to itself, the study on the consumers of this section of the market is beneficial both to the manufacturers and researchers working on sport clothes (6). According to the properties of sport clothes, brand has a special and important value in these products and usually the selection of a product in this industry is done based on its brand (2).

Theoretical framework. The customers’ selection in special brands more indicates a set of individual and independent decision-makings; these selections include interpersonal relations (personality characteristics), product and brand (7). In the present research, the components related to personal characteristics and the individual’s personality (including self-concept and the need for uniqueness) were studied.

Self-concept. Self-concept is the individual’s notions about himself/herself (8); in addition, the individuals see themselves as they think they are seen by others. Since the notion of others and the way of thinking about individuals are influenced by clothing, jewelry and so on, therefore, these products typically indicate the individual’s self-concept (7).

Need for uniqueness. The customer’s tendency for being uniqueness is defined as the inclination to differentiation from the others, and this differentiation is provided through purchasing, using and showing the goods in order to create and improve the personal image and social position (9). In many researches, two factors (emotional value and perceived quality) have been introduced as the factors influencing selection of a brand (7, 10-12).

Emotional value. The emotional value towards a brand is related to a positive sense resulting from using a brand which increases the consumer’s intention to re-purchase the brand; in

Fig.1. The process of decision-making purchase (2)
other words, the consumers that have a good sense about a brand and enjoy buying it may purchase it again, even when he/she is presented with other choices (12).

Perceived quality. The perceived quality is defined as the consumer’s mental judgment about the general preference and priority of a product. Thus, the high perceived quality drives the consumer towards selection of a brand than other brands (12). The concept of the brand and its relationship with the consumer’s behavior and also with customer’s purchase behavior has not been considered so much in Iran. The lack of brand knowledge and its correct management in Iran will not have any result except the increased selling of foreign brands among teenagers, and the young and the seclusion of internal products (13).

Background Research. The result of research that was conducted by Jinzhao and Yingjiao (2015) showed that young Chinese consumers have more tendency to buy domestic brands sports apparel than the foreign brands. Also, in this study, the perceived quality mentioned is one of the factors influencing consumer behavior (14). Rizwan et al. (2014) showed that two key factors, brand trust and brand attachment are effective in consumer purchase intention towards foreign brand (15). Also, Chaudhary and Jain (2013) found that sole quality, comfort and durability are given more weightage while purchasing branded sport shoes (16). The results of a research by Kumar, Kim, and Pelton (2009) showed that self-concept and the need for uniqueness cause the tendency of individuals towards foreign and internal brands of clothes. Also, inclination towards a brand has a positive effect on perceived quality and emotional value of foreign (American) brands. The emotional value is an important factor influencing the intention of purchase of an American brand. However, the perceived quality was not effective in the Indian consumers’ purchase intention towards an American brand (7).

In a similar research, Lee et al. (2008) found that emotional value has a positive effect on the intention of purchasing American goods, while the perceived quality has a negative effect on the intention of purchase (10). In a research conducted by Lee, Knight, and Kim (2008) on Mexican students, it was found that the perceived quality had a positive effect on the emotional value of foreign brands. Also, the emotional value has a positive effect on the intention of purchasing American brands, but the perceived quality has a negative effect on the consumers’ purchase intention (11). Few researches have been done in Iran on the studied subject, like that of Nalchi Kaaishi, Rasoulian, and Bujaari (2012) and the results show that the individuals’ need for uniqueness increases their tendencies towards foreign brands of furniture, and by increasing intention towards foreign brands, the consumers better consider the emotional value and perceived quality of the foreign brands, and the more the adoption of the emotional value and as the perceived quality of the foreign brands increases, the more the consumers’ purchase intention also increases (12). The results of a research by Keshkar, Salman, and Jabbari (2013) showed that most female athlete bodybuilders in Tehran (80%) prefer sport clothes with foreign brands, and they state the reasons for this selection: the appropriate quality, design and cost of these products (6). Also, Ghafari Ashtiani, Charetad, and Loni (2010) concluded that the two components: emotional and social values among the factors effective on intention towards purchasing foreign products, are the factors which have the highest impacts on Iranian customers (17).

Tendency towards the global good quality products and brands in developing countries is a reality, and Iran is not an exception (18). On one hand, according to the limitation of external and internal studies in the field of costumers’ purchase behavior and its relationship with brand and lack of a comprehensive research on the effect of personality characteristics and the special features of brand on costumers’ purchase intention towards a brand in sport industry and also according to the use of the results of the research in the development of the goals of the manufacturers, sellers and marketers of sport clothes in the field of purchasing their products, the researcher has studied the purchase behaviors of doctorate students and faculty members of physical education course which is one of the most important communities consuming sport apparel, and finally has answered this question:
“what is the reason for selecting the internal brand of sport apparel by the intended population? And, the appropriate model was presented.
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**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Participants:** The statistical population included sport experts (all doctorate students and faculty members with PhD) in three provinces: Khorasan Razavi, North Khorasan and South Khorasan. 141 individuals as sample size were studied out of 220 individuals of the population.

**Tools:** In this research, the questionnaire used by Kumar, Kim, and Pelton (2009) was used to collect data. The questionnaire was designed with 25 questions and 6 sub-scales. Each item in the scale rated on a five-point scale was anchored by “strongly disagree” (1) and “strongly agree” (5). The questionnaire included 2 parts: Demographic and research questions. The first part included questions related to personal characteristics and the second part included 25 questions (self-concept: 5, need for uniqueness: 5, brand orientation: 5, emotional value: 4, perceived quality: 4, purchase intention: 2). To obtain the validity of the questionnaire, it was given to specialists, professors and experts of the sport management course, and their opinions indicated its validity. To measure its reliability, the reliability coefficient index was used. The Cronbach’s alpha for the questionnaire of the present study was equal to 0.959. Since in survey studies the value of 0.70 and higher is acceptable; therefore, the items of the questionnaire had the appropriate reliability.

**Statistical Analysis:** Structural equation modeling with AMOS graphics version 22 was used to analyze the data and the parameters were estimated using the maximum likelihood method.

**RESULTS**

The average age of the participants was 33.41 years and 69.5% of them were married. They had an average of 16 years of professional or semi-professional sport background and most of them have had activities in football, volleyball, basketball and handball. As shown in Figure 3, priority in purchasing internal brands of sport apparel in the consumers’ viewpoint is as follows: Majid brand, Daei brand, Fathi brand and other brands.

As shown in Figure 4, 41.1% of the study sample had a monthly income of less than $300.

The fitness, correctness and adequacy of data for the model were studied; that is, if the fitness indices indicate the fitness of the model, the data is correct and adequate for analysis and conclusion of relations in the model. As shown in Table 1, the fitness indices of conceptual model at the 0.05 level of significance indicate the goodness of the research conceptual model. In the methods of structural equations, the effectiveness of each of the studied variables can be interpreted using path coefficients and critical factors.

As shown in Table 2, the individuals’ self-concept did not have effect on their tendencies towards brand, but the need for uniqueness affects the inclination towards brand. Also, the inclination towards brand influences the consumers’ emotional value and perceived quality, but does not play any role in their purchase intention. Both components: emotional value and perceived quality had effect on the consumer’s purchase intention.

Based on the results obtained from the output of Amos software, the type of relationship and the rate of effectiveness of each factor listed in the conceptual model were determined.

Fig. 5. Research model in path coefficient mode. (SC: Self-concept, NFU: Need for uniqueness, BO: Brand orientation, PQ: Perceived quality, EV: Emotional value, PI: Purchase intention)

DISCUSSION

From the customers’ perspective, the brand is like a concept which includes a set of emotional benefits and functional advantages.

Hypothesis 1: The results suggest that the self-image of people has no effect on their tendencies towards internal brands of sportswear, which reflects the fact that Iranian consumers do not consider the type of apparel as a way to improve their self-concept. The result of this study is not congruent with that of Kumar, Kim, and Pelton (2009) and the difference in the results may be due to the type of study population and also the type of studied brands (foreign or internal); and one can conclude that with increase in age, their views towards the branded clothing become different (7).

Hypothesis 2: The results indicate the fact that the need for uniqueness of the people intervenes in their tendencies towards internal brands. In other words, Iranian consumers try to show themselves to be different from the others by wearing sport clothes with internal brand. Kumar, Kim, and Pelton (2009) and Nalchi Kaashi, Rasoulian, and Bujaari (2012) also found this important issue in their studies (7, 12). Therefore, manufacturers of sportswear can boost their sales by producing products which can differentiate the individuals from the others.

Hypothesis 3 and 4: The findings of this research show the positive impact of brand orientation on both emotional value and perceived quality of internal sportswear brands and this impact is larger in the emotional value; the results of Kumar, Kim, and Pelton (2009) and Nalchi Kaashi, Rasoulian, and Bujaari (2012) support this fact (6, 7, 12, 15). Therefore,
the more eminent and well-known the internal brands of sportswear, the more popular the internal sportswear quality will be evaluated by the consumers than those of their competitors, and if they use it, they feel satisfied. Therefore, strategies such as advertisements may be useful in the attitude towards the brand of a firm and consequently in the creation of a competitive advantage in comparison with competitors.

**Hypothesis 5:** The results also show that the brand orientation does not play any role in increasing the intention to buy internal brands of sport apparel brand. However, Kumar, Kim, and Pelton (2009), Rizwan et al. (2014) and Nalchi Kaashi, Rasoulian, and Bujaari (2012) stated that the brand orientation increases the costumers’ purchase intention (7, 12, 15). Therefore, the consumers of sportswear may refuse to buy sportswear with internal brand due to some reasons which includes their economic status or the internal branded sport apparel being expensive.

**Hypothesis 6:** Among the aspects of the brand studied in this research, both perceived quality and emotional value had an impact on consumers’ purchase intention. Internal researches show the fact that the perceived quality of the brand plays an important role in consumers’ purchase intention towards products having a brand, and the results by Keshkar, Salman, and Jabbari (2013) showed that most female athlete bodybuilders in Tehran (80%) prefer sport clothing with foreign brands, and showed the reasons for this selection to be appropriate quality, design and cost (6). Also, Jinzhao and Yingjiao (2015) and Chaudhary and Jain (2013) in their study found that perceived quality was one of the factors influencing consumer behavior (14, 16). In contrast, the research by Kumar, Kim, and Pelton (2009) indicated the fact that the perceived quality of internal brands of sportswear did not affect the Indian costumers’ purchase intention (7) and this can be due to low quality of products with internal brand in this country. Since, the quality of sport clothing has a determining role in performing sport activities and body pleasure during sport, manufacturers of internal sportswear must pay more attention on the quality of their products in order to create a strong brand among the global sportswear brands.

**Hypothesis 7:** The emotional value, like perceived quality increases the intention of purchasing built-in brand of sport apparel. The results of the present study are compatible with those of Nalchi Kaashi, Rasoulian, and Bujaari (2012) and Ghafari Ashtiani, Charsetad, and Loni (2010) among internal studies (12, 17), and also with those of Lee, Ashtiani, Charsetad, and Loni (2008), Kumar, Kim, and Pelton (2009) and Lee, Kim, and Pelton (2008) among the foreign studies, suggesting that the emotional value affects costumers’ purchase intention (7, 10, 11). Sport marketers can increase the effectiveness of this aspect of brand on consumers, especially athletes, by further emphasis on the emotional aspects or pleasure resulting from the use of the branded products.

**CONCLUSION**

According to the findings of the present study and based on the results of the researches on the subject maters, it can be argued that the individuals, especially those who have used sportswear for longer time, due to some characteristics such as the quality and emotional value of the branded products and also in order to reinforce their sense of differentiation in comparing with others, choose the branded sport clothes. According to the mentioned subjects, the internal manufacturers of sport products, especially sport clothes, should develop the brand of their products considering the important factors related to brand. Also, the sellers of sport products can sell the well-known internal brands of sport clothes in their shops to increase the sales.

---

**APPLICABLE REMARKS**

- The use of successful sport persons who are using the company's product in the advertisements.
- Financial support of sporting events so that the company's brand is always being seen by consumers.
- Constantly doing marketing research in the field of designing a product with good quality.
- Comparing the company's product with similar samples produced by competitors to provide the best products.
- The use of various and attractive designs and colors in designing and manufacturing the sport goods.
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